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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The increased severity of white matter disease is associated with worse outcomes and an increased
rate of intracerebral hemorrhage in patients with ischemic stroke undergoing thrombolytic treatment. However, whether white
matter disease is associated with outcomes in patients undergoing endovascular treatment remains unclear.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: In this prespecified exploratory analysis of our prospective multi-institutional study that enrolled con-
secutive adult patients with anterior circulation ischemic stroke undergoing endovascular treatment from November 2017 to
September 2018, we compared the following outcomes between patients with none-to-minimal (van Swieten score, 0–2) and mod-
erate-to-severe (van Swieten score, 3–4) white matter disease using logistic regression: 90-day mRS 3–6, death, intracerebral hemor-
rhage, successful recanalization, and early neurologic recovery.

RESULTS: Of the 485 patients enrolled in the Blood Pressure after Endovascular Stroke Therapy (BEST) study, 389 had white matter
disease graded (50% women; median age, 68 years; range, 58–79 years). A van Swieten score of 3–4 (n¼ 74/389, 19%) was associ-
ated with a higher rate of 90-day mRS of 3–6 (45% versus 18%; adjusted OR, 2.73; 95% CI, 1.34–5.93; P ¼ .008). Although the death
rate was higher in patients with van Swieten scores of 3–4 (26% versus 15%), the adjusted likelihood was not significantly different
(adjusted OR, 1.14; 95% CI, 0.56–2.26; P ¼ .710). Ordered regression revealed a shift toward worse mRS scores with increasing van
Swieten scores (adjusted common OR, 3.04; 95% CI, 1.93–4.84; P, .001). No associations between white matter disease severity and
intracerebral hemorrhage, successful recanalization, and early neurologic recovery were observed.

CONCLUSIONS: Moderate-to-severe white matter disease is associated with worse outcomes in patients undergoing endovascular
treatment without a significant increase in hemorrhagic complications. Studies comparing patients with and without endovascular
treatment are necessary to determine whether the benefit of endovascular treatment is attenuated with greater white matter
disease.

ABBREVIATIONS: aOR ¼ adjusted OR; EVT ¼ endovascular treatment; ICH ¼ intracerebral hemorrhage; VSS ¼ van Swieten score; WMD ¼ white matter
disease

Endovascular treatment (EVT) drastically improves outcomes
for select patients with an acute large-vessel occlusion and is

the treatment technique with the highest level of evidence

according to the most recent guidelines.1,2 Thus, the use of EVT
as the definitive treatment technique for large-vessel occlusion
strokes is increasing.3 Moreover, the indications for EVT are
expanding to populations that were previously thought to not
derive many benefits from EVT, such as those with delayed pre-
sentation.4,5 Additional populations that may derive benefit are
also under study, such as those with a large infarct core,6,7 older
age,8 and low NIHSS scores.9 White matter disease (WMD) is
easily detectable on baseline routine imaging performed in all
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patients with stroke. Moderate-to-severe WMD is associated
with poorer outcomes in patients with stroke from any etiology
and increases the rate of hemorrhagic complications in those
treated with intravenous thrombolysis.10,11 However, outcomes
of patients with moderate-to-severe WMD in the context of
EVT remain less well-studied, and the rates of early neurologic
recovery and hemorrhagic complications remain unknown. In
this prespecified exploratory analysis of our prospective, multi-
center, cohort study, Blood Pressure after Endovascular Stroke
Therapy (BEST), we sought to determine whether patients with
acute stroke with moderate-to-severe WMD undergoing EVT
have worse functional outcomes and increased rates of hemor-
rhagic complications compared with those with no-to-minimal
WMD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design and Patient Selection
The BEST study prospectively enrolled consecutive adult patients
undergoing EVT for an anterior cerebral circulation large-vessel
occlusion (internal carotid artery or the M1 or M2 segments of
the middle cerebral artery) at 12 comprehensive stroke centers
across the United States from November 2017 to September
2018. We excluded from the study patients with the following
conditions: 1) a known prestroke mRS score of less than 2; 2) ter-
minal medical diagnoses such as a stage IV cancer; 3) a left ven-
tricular assist device; or 4) a stroke in the perioperative or
inpatient setting. Additional details on methods have been previ-
ously published.12 The BEST study was approved by the institu-
tional review boards of 11 sites and was deemed exempt by 1 site,
and informed consent was waived. The results presented here are
a prespecified secondary analysis of the BEST study. The data
that support the findings of this study are available from the cor-
responding author on reasonable request.

Study Variables and Covariates
The primary study variable was the severity of WMD, graded
prospectively. A single physician collected data on WMD on the
first CT scan at presentation for each patient using the van
Swieten score (VSS), after undergoing centralized training on
the grading.13 The VSS was graded on the contralateral hemi-
sphere of the known large-vessel occlusion. This technique has
been used by previous studies to avoid mislabeling the ipsilat-
eral acute stroke-related hypodensities on the CT scan as
WMD.14 Furthermore, the van Swieten method of WMD grad-
ing has been deemed comparable with other CT- and MR imag-
ing–based grading systems.15

We collected the following variables: the ASPECTS, available
from the radiology report of the first noncontrast brain CT or
calculated by trained local study personnel; core and penu-
mbra volumes automatically calculated by the RApid processing
of PerfusIon and Diffusion software (RAPID; iSchemaView,
Stanford, California) from the initial pre-EVT CT perfusion
scan; time from last known well to final recanalization assessed
as a modified TICI score (or angiogram completion if the final
modified TICI was 0); and the presence of any intraparenchy-
mal hemorrhage (ICH; excluding subarachnoid hemorrhage)
on either MR imaging or CT within the 72 hours post-EVT.

Outcomes
The primary study outcome was the dichotomized 90-day mRS
0–2 (functional independence) versus 3–6. Secondary outcomes
included a 90-day mRS 0–3 (ambulatory independence) versus
4–6, any ICH, symptomatic ICH (associated with a $4-point
increase in the NIHSS score from baseline to 24 hours), a change
in the mRS distribution, successful recanalization (defined as
modified TICI 2b–3), and early neurologic recovery (NIHSS 0–1
or $8-point decrease in the NIHSS score from baseline to
24 hours).

Statistical Analysis
The baseline characteristics between the group of patients with
no-to-minimal (VSS 0–2) and moderate-to-severe (VSS 3–4)
WMDwere compared using a x 2 test, t test, or Mann-Whitney U
test, as appropriate. Associations between WMD with outcomes
were determined using logistic regression. These models were
subsequently adjusted for the following covariables selected a pri-
ori: age, hypertension, initial glucose level, NIHSS score on pre-
sentation, time to recanalization, intravenous thrombolysis,
ASPECTS, systolic blood pressure on admission, and successful
recanalization (except when used as the dependent variable). A
subgroup analysis was then undertaken on only those patients
with a successful recanalization. All analyses and plots were
generated using R statistical and computing software, Version
3.6 (http://www.r-project.org/). Statistical significance a was set
at,.05 for all statistical analyses. All P values are 2-sided.

RESULTS
Of the 485 patients included in BEST, 389 had WMD graded on
the baseline CT scan, of whom 90-day follow-up was available for
365 (94%). A total of 74 (19%) had moderate-to-severe WMD
(VSS 3–4). Table 1 outlines the baseline characteristics and out-
comes according to moderate-to-severe and no-to-minimal
WMD. Patients with VSS 3–4 were older and had a higher pro-
portion with hypertension in addition to having a higher baseline
blood glucose level and systolic blood pressure. The remaining
baseline characteristics were not different between the 2 groups.

A total of 13 (18%) of the 70 patients with VSS 3–4 had a 90-
day mRS 0–2 compared with 141 (45%) of the 295 with VSS 0–2
(P, .001, Table 1). Compared with patients with VSS 0–2, those
with VSS 3–4 had higher odds of being functionally dependent or
dead (OR, 4.01; 95% CI, 2.17–7.94; P, .001; adjusted OR [aOR],
2.73; 95% CI, 1.34–5.93; P ¼ .008 for having a 90-day mRS 3–6).
The complete results of the model are depicted in On-line Table
1. Patients with VSS 3–4 were less likely to have an mRS 0–3,
denoting ambulatory independence, in unadjusted analysis (OR,
0.43; 95% CI, 0.25–0.73; P¼ .002) but not in the adjusted analysis
(aOR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.40–1.43; P¼ .38). Ordered logistic regres-
sion revealed an overall shift toward a worse outcome in patients
with VSS 3–4 with unadjusted common OR of 2.86; 95% CI,
1.83–4.52; P, .001; and adjusted common OR of 3.04; 95% CI,
1.93–4.84; P, .001 (Fig 1). A shift toward worse outcomes with
each incremental grade of VSS was also observed (Fig 1).
Compared with VSS 0, patients with a baseline VSS 3 and 4 had
higher odds of having a 90-day mRS 3–6 (OR, 3.58; 95% CI, 1.61–
8.64; P¼ .003; and OR 7.25; 95% CI, 2.63–25.73; P, .001,
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respectively). After adjustment for covariables, VSS 4 continued to
have a higher odds of 90-day mRS 3–6 (On-line Table 2).

Patients with VSS 3–4 demonstrated a higher likelihood of
death by 90 days on unadjusted (OR, 1.97; 95% CI, 1.06–3.57;

P¼ .029) but not on adjusted analysis (aOR, 1.14; 95% CI,
0.56–2.26; P ¼ .71). The rates and odds of early neurologic
improvement and successful recanalization were not signifi-
cantly different among the 2 groups (Table 2). Notably, the

rate of any ICH was also not signifi-
cantly different between the 2 groups
(22%, n¼ 66, in patients with VSS 0–
2 versus 20%, n¼ 15, in patients with
VSS 3–4; P¼ .86).

A successful recanalization was
achieved in 343 (88%) patients. Of
these, 90-day outcome was available
for 323 (94%) patients. Outcomes of
this subgroup of patients are out-
lined in Table 3. Overall, futile re-
canalization was observed in 80% of
the patients with VSS 3–4 compared
with 48% in those with VSS 0–2
(P , .001) when futile recanaliza-
tion was defined as 90-day mRS 3–6
in patients with successful recanali-
zation (OR, 4.19; 95% CI, 2.24–8.37,

FIGURE. Distribution of the 90-day mRS score according to white matter disease severity graded with the van Swieten scale score.

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of patients with no-to-minimal (van Sweeten score, 0–2)
and moderate-to-severe (van Swieten score, 3–4) white matter disease

van Swieten
0–2 (n = 315)

van Swieten
3–4 (n = 74) P Value

Age (mean) (6SD) (yr) 66 (615) 76 (612) ,.001
Male (%) 164 (52) 32 (43) .2
Hypertension (%) 224 (71) 68 (92) ,.001
Diabetes (%) 92 (29) 23 (31) .78
Glucose (median) (IQR) 122 (102–146) 131 (115–162) .009
NIHSS (median) (IQR) 15 (10–20) 17 (11–21) .16
ASPECTS (median) (IQR) 8 (7–10) 8 (7–9) .07
Core volume (mean) (6SD) 20 (624) 19 (626) .85
Penumbra volume (mean) (6SD) 119 (671) 124 (671) .69
Systolic BP on admission (mean) (6 SD) 154 (629) 168 (629) ,.001
Time from last known well to reperfusion
(median) (IQR)

274 (180–534) 286 (190–676) .2

Intravenous thrombolysis (%) 160 (51) 29 (39) .09
Prior stroke (%) 52 (16) 19 (26) .09

Note:—BP indicates blood pressure; IQR, interquartile range.
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P, .001; aOR, 2.59; 95% CI, 1.26–5.65; P¼ .012 for 90-day
mRS 3–6). When defined as 90-day mRS 4–6, futile recanali-
zation was observed in 57% of patients with VSS 3–4 versus
34.5% of those with VSS 0–2 (OR, 2.51; 95% CI, 1.45–4.40;
P, .001; aOR, 1.34; 95% CI, 0.7–2.57; P¼ .38 for a 90-day
mRS 4–6). Rates of symptomatic ICH and death were similar in
both groups. Among patients with VSS 3–4 who had a 90-day
outcome available (n¼ 70), none of the patients with unsuccess-
ful recanalization (n¼ 5) had a 90-day mRS 0–2 compared with
7/65 (20%) patients with successful recanalization. Among
those with VSS 0–2 and a 90-day outcome available (n¼ 295),
9/37 (24%) patients with unsuccessful recanalization had a 90-
day mRS 0–2, compared with 132/258 (51%) patients with suc-
cessful recanalization (OR, 0.31; 95% CI, 0.13–0.65; P¼ .003).

DISCUSSION
In this multicenter, prospective observational study, we found
that patients with moderate-to-severe WMD had significantly
worse functional outcomes at 90 days in terms of functional inde-
pendence compared with those with no-to-minimal WMD (18%
versus 45%; P, .001). A significant overall shift toward worse
outcomes was also observed, though the rates of successful recan-
alization and hemorrhagic complications were not significantly
different between the 2 groups. An increasing shift toward a
worse outcome with each incremental grade of VSS may imply
an underlying dose response between WMD and outcomes and
suggests a possible causal relationship. Furthermore, the odds of
futile recanalization were nearly 4-fold higher in patients with
moderate-to-severe WMD.

Acquired WMD is common with aging and has heteroge-
neous clinical and pathologic correlates. It most frequently
represents the sequelae of chronic, inadequately controlled
hypertension, which was an overwhelmingly common risk

factor and probably the major driver of WMD in the current
cohort. However, smoking, diabetes, cerebral amyloid angi-
opathy, rare hereditary cerebral small-vessel diseases, and
even migraines have been reported to be linked to WMD.16,17

The presence of WMD on imaging is a useful biomarker for
compromised cognitive performance, particularly on meas-
ures of memory and processing speed.17,18 Common patho-
logic correlates of WMD include those commonly implicated in
neurodegeneration, such as elevated markers of axonal damage,
the presence of activated microglia, and disorganization of
aquaporin-4 localization on vessel-associated astrocytes.19-22

Mechanisms by which WMD may exert a negative effect on
outcomes following an acute stroke are multifold. First, it is asso-
ciated with disruption of endothelial function, resulting in dam-
age to the microvascular integrity, and blood-brain barrier
dysfunction, resulting in extravasation of blood products and
hemorrhagic complications.23 Second, it may reduce the ischemic
resilience of the cerebral tissue to a sudden lack of blood flow.24

Third, it can cause ongoing platelet activation and increased pro-
pensity for thrombosis, resulting in higher final infarct volumes.25

The resulting clinical consequences include not only worse out-
comes with the incident stroke but also subsequent increased
cognitive decline and rates of recurrent strokes.26,27

Outcomes of patients with moderate-to-severe WMD in acute
reperfusion have mainly been studied in the context of intrave-
nous thrombolysis. There is an increased rate of symptomatic
ICH in patients with moderate-to-severe WMD.10,28 However,
post hoc analysis of randomized data suggests that patients with
moderate-to-severe WMD continue to derive the benefit from in-
travenous thrombolysis with an overall improvement in func-
tional outcomes, compared with no thrombolytic treatment.28 A
limited number of studies have reported the effect of WMD on
outcomes after EVT.29-32 All of these studies were retrospective
in design, most were single-center, likely included patients treated
with older EVT devices, and included a relatively small number
of patients.

The results of these studies have been variable. One study
showed no difference in functional outcomes,29 and others have
shown a worse functional outcome in moderate-to-severe
WMD.30,32 All the studies have consistently reported no differ-
ence in rates of hemorrhagic complications in contrast to similar
studies involving intravenous thrombolysis. It is plausible that
blood vessels rendered “leaky” from the microvascular damage
from underlying WMD are more susceptible to the lytic effects of
systemic thrombolysis. However, as the field of acute stroke

Table 2: Outcomes of patients with no-to-minimal (van Swieten score, 0–2) and moderate-to-severe (van Swieten score, 3–4) white
matter disease

Outcome
van Swieten 0–2

(n= 315)
van Swieten 3–4

(n= 74)
Unadjusted OR
with 95% CI P Value

Adjusted OR
with 95% CI P Value

90-Day mRS 0–2 (%) 141/295 (45) 13/70 (18) 0.25 (0.13–0.46) ,.001 0.37 (0.17–0.75) .008
90-Day mRS 0–3 (%) 184/295 (58) 29/70 (39) 0.43 (0.25–0.73) .002 0.75 (0.40–1.43) .38
Shift in the 90-day mRS NA NA 2.86 (1.83–4.52) ,.001 3.05 (1.93–4.84) ,.001
Death (%) 47 (15) 19 (26) 1.97 (1.06–3.57) .029 1.14 (0.56–2.26) .71
Symptomatic ICH (%) 13 (4) 4 (5) 1.33 (0.37–3.88) .629 NA NA
mTICI $ 2b (%) 275 (87) 68 (92) 1.65 (0.72–4.47) .27 NA NA
ENI (%) 132 (42) 30 (40) 0.95 (0.56–1.58) .83 NA NA

Note:—mTICI indicates modified TICI; ENI, early neurologic improvement; NA, not applicable.

Table 3: Outcomes of patients with successful recanalization
(mTICI ‡ 2b) according to the severity of baseline white matter
disease

Outcome
van Swieten
0–2 (n= 275)

van Swieten
3–4 (n= 68) P Value

90-Day mRS 0–2 (%) 132/258 (52) 13/65 (20) ,.001
90-Day mRS 0–3 (%) 169/258 (65.5) 28/65 (43) .002
Death (%) 34 (12.4) 17 (25.0) .013
Symptomatic ICH (%) 10 (3.6) 3 (4.4) .73
ENI (%) 124 (45.1) 30 (44.1) 1.0

Note:—ENI indicates early neurologic improvement.
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advances, a heightened understanding of how varying substrates
impact recovery will not only impact patient selection but may
also lead to new targets for neurorestorative therapies.

Our study has the inherent limitations of an observational
study. Most important, we did not include patients with baseline
disability, likely introducing a selection bias. It is plausible that the
outcomes may change after factoring the patients’ disabled sta-
tuses, because patients with moderate-to-severe WMD are more
likely to have pre-existing disability. Additionally, due to selection
bias inherent to the inclusion criteria, our study population might
not reflect patients with the most severe WMD and, therefore,
may underestimate the negative impact of WMD on outcomes af-
ter EVT. Furthermore, without a placebo arm, it is impossible to
know whether the effect of EVT is truly attenuated in patients
with WMD. We may have been underpowered to detect a signifi-
cant effect of WMD of hemorrhage rates. Our study is strength-
ened by a relatively large number of patients compared with prior
studies, and its multi-institutional design makes the results more
generalizable. Additionally, the patients included in this study are
representative of the modern EVT population.

Our findings should be validated in large EVT cohorts, partic-
ularly those in randomized trials.

CONCLUSIONS
Moderate-to-severe WMD is associated with decreased rates of
functional independence in patients undergoing EVT; however,
there are no significant differences in the rates of procedural suc-
cess or intracranial hemorrhage. Currently, our data cannot sup-
port withholding EVT on the basis of the severity of WMD but
may provide some reassurance that the rate of symptomatic hem-
orrhage may not be significantly higher. Future analyses of
randomized trial data are needed to understand whether the
treatment effect of EVT is truly diminished in patients with mod-
erate-to-severe WMD.
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